A SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHY ON USES OF PLANTS BY NATIVE PEOPLE

Quick References (Plants by Genus)

Cheatham, Scooter, Marshall Corning Johnston and Lynn Marshall
1995-onwards *Useful Wild Plants of Texas, the Southeastern and Southwestern United States, the Southern Plains, and Northeaster Mexico*. Useful Wild Plants, Inc., Austin. [Four volumes published with more to come. High quality scholarship at about $120 per volume.]

Kindscher, Kelly

Hodgson, Wendy C.
2001 *Food Plants of the Sonoran Desert*. The University Press of Arizona, Tucson. [Detailed information and good references on which tribes used which species and how. Restricted geographically to California, Arizona, and adjacent parts of Mexico.]

King, Frances B.

**Moerman, Daniel E.

**Tull, Delena
2013 *Edible and Useful Plants of Texas and the Southwest*. Revised edition. University of Texas Press, Austin. [One of the few that discusses dye plants in depth. Includes recipes for teas, jellies, and dye baths.]

Texas Plants

**Turner, Matt Warnock
2009 *Remarkable Plants of Texas: Uncommon Accounts of Our Common Natives*. University of Texas Press, Austin. [Short articles on select Texas native plants, thoroughly researched and beautifully written.]
Medicinal/Spiritual/Tonic Plants

Kindscher, Kelly

Moore, Michael

Ott, Jonathan

Vogel, Virgil J.

A Few of Many Regional Sources on Native American Plant Use

Anderson, M. Kat

Campbell, Paul Douglas
2009 Survival Skills of Native California. Gibbs Smith, Publisher, Salt Lake City. [Fire, food, shelter, clothing, cooking, gathering, and hunting.]

Dahl, Kevin
2006 Native Harvest: Authentic Southwestern Gardening. Western National Parks Association, Tucson, Arizona. [Short descriptions of the major southwestern crops and how to grow them, with a few recipes]

Densmore, Frances
1974 How Indians use wild plants for food, medicine, and crafts. Dover. [Chippwa/Ojibwe/Anishinaabe in Minnesota and Wisconsin]

Dunmire, William W. and Gail D. Tierney
1995 Wild Plants and Native Peoples of the Pueblo Province. Museum of New Mexico Press, Santa Fe. [Photos and notes on individual plants with emphasis on archeological finds and historic uses. Also includes a historic overview, a chapter on indicator plants, and suggestions about sites to visit.]
Dunmire, William W. and Gail D. Tierney
1997 *Wild Plants and Native Peoples of the Four Corners.* Museum of New Mexico Press, Santa Fe. [Photos and notes on individual plants with emphasis on archeological finds and historic uses. Also includes a historic overview, chapters on modern tribes, and suggestions about sites to visit.]

Gilmore, Melvin R.

Hamilton, T. M.

Murphey, Edith Van Allen
1990 *Indian Uses of Native Plants.* Meyerbooks, Glenwood, Illinois. Originally published 1958. [Rocky Mountains and Mendocino County, California.]

Ortiz, Beverly R. and Julia F. Parker

Raine, Carolyn
1997 *A Woodland Feast: Native American Foodways of the 17th & 18th Centuries.* Penobscot Press, Huber Heights, Ohio. [By a Seneca woman who’s a historian, artist, re-enactor, and cook. With lots of recipes.]

Stevenson, Matilda Coxe

Whitehead, William and Conor Flynn

**Wilson, Gilbert L.
General Compilations (includes uses by European settlers and modern Americans)

Allen, Charles, Harry Winter, and Andrew Allen

Dean Green
2007 onwards *Eat the Weeds and Other Things Too.*
http://www.eattheweeds.com/about/ Comprehensive website of an experienced Florida-based forager.

Gibbons, Euell

McPherson, Alan and Sue McPherson

Medsger, Oliver Perry

Saunders, Charles Francis

Slattery, John
2016 *Southwest Foraging: 117 wild and flavorful edibles from barrel cactus to wild oregano.* Timber Press, Portland, Oregon.

Tilford, Gregory L.

Vorderbruggen, Mark

Fiber plants

Horton, Elizabeth Temple

McGorger, Roberta

Parsons, Jeffrey R. and Mary H. Parsons
1990  Maguey Utilization in Highland Central Mexico: An Archaeological Ethnography. Anthropological Papers No. 82, Museum of Anthropology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. [Detailed study of modern agave fiber production with implications for past practices.]

Scholtz, Sandra Clements

Cookbooks

Cox, Beverly and Martin Jacobs

Frank, Lois Ellen
2002  Foods of the Southwest Indian Nations. Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, California. [Includes some ethnographic background and mouth-watering food photos]

Sherman, Sean (with Beth Dooley)

And one historic oddball I’ve enjoyed

Phillips, H. Wayne
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